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Abstract Reduced web section beams in shear-yielding moment-resistant steel frames are used for
energy dissipating of earthquakes. The finite element analysis indicates that failure mode of these
beams are governed by the combination of shear force and flexural moment. Therefore the analysis of
frames with reduced web section beams needs consideration of shear-flexural interaction in those
sections. In the present paper, modeling and analysis of reduced web section beams are investigated
by using a special element which is called VM link element. The elastic and inelastic shear and
flexural deformations and tangential stiffnesses in this link element are considered by using the multisurfaces plasticity concept with dissimilar yield surfaces. The developed VM link element is
examined for some reduced web section beams and it is shown that the results have a good agreement
with the finite element results.
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 ﺩﺭﻗﺎﺏ ﻫﺎﻱ ﺧﻤﺸﻲ ﻟﺮﺯﻩ ﺑﺮ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎﻥ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﺍﺳﺘﻬﻼﮎ ﺍﻧـﺮﮊﻱ ﻣـﻮﺭﺩ،ﭼﻜﻴﺪﻩ ﺗﻴﺮﻫﺎﻱ ﻓﻠﺰﻱ ﺑﺎ ﺟﺎﻥ ﺳﻮﺭﺍﺥ ﺷﺪﻩ
 ﮐﺎﺭﺑﺮﺩ ﺭﻭﺵ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻥ ﻣﺤﺪﻭﺩ ﻧﺸﺎﻥ ﺩﻫﻨﺪﺓ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺍﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺗﺮﮐﻴﺐ ﻧﻴﺮﻭﻱ ﺑﺮﺷﻲ ﻭ ﻟﻨﮕﺮ ﺧﻤـﺸﻲ.ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﻭﺍﻗﻊ ﻣﻲﺷﻮﻧﺪ
 ﻟﻨﮕﺮ ﺧﻤـﺸﻲ- ﺑﺮ ﻧﺤﻮﺓ ﺭﻓﺘﺎﺭ ﻏﻴﺮ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻴﮏ ﺍﻳﻦ ﺗﻴﺮ ﻫﺎ ﺣﺎﮐﻢ ﺑﻮﺩﻩ ﻭ ﺑﻨﺎﺑﺮﺍﻳﻦ ﻟﺤﺎﻅ ﮐﺮﺩﻥ ﺍﻧﺪﺭ ﮐﻨﺶ ﻧﻴﺮﻭﻱ ﺑﺮﺷﻲ
 ﻣﺪﻝ ﺳﺎﺯﻱ ﻭ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻧﻮﻉ ﺗﻴﺮ ﻫـﺎ ﺑـﺎ ﺍﺳـﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺍﺯ، ﺩﺭ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﺔ ﺣﺎﺿﺮ.ﺩﺭ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﭼﻨﻴﻦ ﺗﻴﺮ ﻫﺎﻳﻲ ﺿﺮﻭﺭﻱ ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﺪ
 ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮ ﺷﮑﻞ ﻫﺎﻱ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻴﮏ ﻭ ﻏﻴﺮ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻴﮏ ﺑﺮﺷﻲ. ﻣﻮﺭﺩ ﺑﺮﺭﺳﻲ ﻗﺮﺍﺭ ﻣﻲﮔﻴﺮﺩVM ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻥ ﻭﻳﮋﻩ ﺍﻱ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻥ ﺭﺍﺑﻂ
 ﺑﺮﺍﺳـﺎﺱ ﺍﻳـﺪﺓ ﺳـﻄﻮﺡ ﺗـﺴﻠﻴﻢ ﭼﻨﺪﮔﺎﻧـﻪ ﺩﺭ ﺗﺌـﻮﺭﻱ،ﻭ ﺧﻤﺸﻲ ﻭ ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴﻦ ﺳﺨﺘﻲ ﻫـﺎﻱ ﻣﻤﺎﺳـﻲ ﺩﺭ ﺍﻳـﻦ ﺍﻟﻤـﺎﻥ
VM  ﺍﻟﻤﺎﻥ ﺭﺍﺑﻂ ﺗﻮﺳﻌﻪ ﺩﺍﺩﻩ ﺷـﺪﺓ.ﭘﻼﺳﺘﻴﺴﻴﺘﻪ ﻭﺑﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺍﺯ ﺳﻄﻮﺡ ﺗﺴﻠﻴﻢ ﻏﻴﺮ ﻣﺘﺸﺎﺑﻪ ﻣﻮﺭﺩ ﻟﺤﺎﻅ ﻭﺍﻗﻊ ﻣﻲﺷﻮﻧﺪ
ﺑﺮ ﺭﻭﻱ ﭼﻨﺪ ﻣﻮﺭﺩ ﺍﺯ ﺗﻴﺮﻫﺎﻱ ﺑﺎ ﺟﺎﻥ ﺳﻮﺭﺍﺥ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺷﺪﻩ ﻭ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﺣﺎﺻﻠﻪ ﺑـﺎ ﻧﺘـﺎﻳﺞ ﺣﺎﺻـﻞ ﺍﺯ ﺭﻭﺵ ﺍﻟﻤـﺎﻥ
.ﻣﺤﺪﻭﺩ ﻣﻘﺎﻳﺴﻪ ﻣﻲﺷﻮﺩ ﮐﻪ ﺍﻧﻄﺒﺎﻕ ﺧﻮﺑﻲ ﺑﻴﻦ ﺁﻥ ﻫﺎ ﻣﺸﺎﻫﺪﻩ ﻣﻲﮔﺮﺩﺩ

1. INTRODUCTION
Reduced web section beams in shear-yielding
moment-resistant steel frames have been studied in
recent researches [1]. These beams are used in
steel frames for energy dissipating by shear
yielding of their reduced webs. In Figure 1, two
common types of these beams are shown. In type
(a), near both ends of the beam, the web has been
reduced. This type is usually used in frames with a
small gravity load and the frames mainly resist
lateral seismic loads. In these frames, the reduction
of the beam’s web close to the ends does not affect
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their ability to resist the gravity loads and the
reduced section part could dissipate the earthquake
energy demand by yielding. In type (b), the beam’s
web is reduced in the middle region. This type can
be used in frames in which the gravity load is
considerable. In these frames the gravity’s shear
force is usually small in the middle and so the web
section may be reduced.
Halterman and Aschheim [1] using the finite
element method, indicated that the failure mode of
these beams are affected by a combination of shear
force and flexural moment. Thus analysis of these
beams needs consideration in regard to the shearVol. 20, No. 1, April 2007 - 23

flexural interaction in the reduced web zones. The
VM link element, which was developed by Kazemi
and Erfani [2] to model shear-flexural interaction
could be employed for the reduced web zones, too.
Kazemi and Erfani [2,3] examined the VM link
element for modeling and analyzing of some type
(a) reduced web section beams (Figure 1-a) and
some link elements in eccentrically braced steel
frames. Comparison with the finite element results
showed the suitable nearness. In this paper,
modeling of the beams with the reduced section at
the center (Figure 1-b) using the improved VM
link element will be presented.

2. INELASTC FRAME ANALYSES
Inelastic analysis and design of structures has
made a great progress due to the rapid
development of computer hardware and software
in the recent decades [4-6]. Common approach for
modeling of inelastic behavior in the beam
elements has been to adopt inelastic hinge
formation at the beam's critical sections. A
generalized plastic hinge, with zero length,
accounting for interaction for axial, torsional and
biaxial bending moments, based on multi-surfaces
plasticity concept was presented by Powell and
Chen [7]. By using a piecewise linearized yield
surface and linear kinematic hardening rule for
concentrated hinges, Krenk et al. [8] developed a
formulation for displacement discontinuities with
extension and rotation components. A method for
the modeling of members with yielding under
combined flexure and axial force in steel frames
subjected to earthquake ground motions was
presented by Kim and Engelhardt [9]. Their
method has the capability of modeling plastic
axial deformation and changes in the axial
stiffness, based on isotropic and kinematic strainhardening defined in axial-flexural space. Liew et
al. [10-12] used the two-surface plasticity concept
for considering the inelastic interaction between
axial force and bending moment, too.
To consider the shear-flexural interaction,
Ricles and Popov [13] developed a formulation
for modeling links in the eccentrically braced
steel frames (EBFs), based on multi-surfaces
plasticity concept. The link beam had a nonlinear
24 - Vol. 20, No. 1, April 2007

hinge at each end, which consisted of uncoupled
shear and flexural nonlinear subhinges. The finite
element method for modeling of the shearflexural inelastic zones could also be used, but it
may take extensive time and is not applicable.
Saritas and Filippou [14] investigated the shearflexural interaction in the link beams by using a
displacement field based on Timoshinko's beam
theory and integration of the biaxial stress-strain
relations over several control sections along the
beams. Each control section subdivided into
several layers. This method is a general way of
considering axial, shear and flexural interaction in
the frames. Although predicted behavior shows a
good accuracy, because of integration in several
points, it is time consuming. Kazemi and Erfani
[2,3,15] proposed the VM link element for use in
frames where shear-flexural interaction should be
considered. The element can be used in any
arbitrary location of the frames and may have
zero or a nonzero length. The multi-surface
concept with dissimilar yield surfaces was
adopted. In the present paper, a new improved
revision of the VM link element is briefly
described and is employed for modeling of the
reduced web section beams type b (Figure 1-b).

3. DEFINITION OF THE VM LINK
ELEMENT
The introduced VM link element includes one
inner inelastic hinge with zero length and two rigid
beams with zero or nonzero lengths in two sides of
it. As seen in Figure 2, i and j are the outer nodes
and h is the inner hinge which has an arbitrary
location. The lengths of the two rigid parts are Li
and Lj, and L = Li + Lj is the total length of the
element. The inelastic zones of beams could be
modeled by this link element.
If the link's end forces and displacements are
described as column matrixes of P and U,
respectively (see Figure 3a) and the element's
internal forces and deformations in the inner
inelastic hinge are defined as column matrixes of
Ph and Uh, respectively (see Figure 3b). Then one
could express:
P = APh

(1)
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flexibility matrixes
respectively.
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4. INNER HINGE'S FLEXIBILITY
AND STIFFNESS

TYPE (b)

Figure 1. Two common types of reduced web section beams.

If the rates of forces and deformations in the
element's inner hinge are shown as P& h and U& h ,
respectively, then one could write:
&
P& h = K h U
h

L

j

h

i
Li

(5)

The components of Kh can be obtained by
inversing the inner hinge's tangential flexibility
matrix, Fh. For the small deformation, Fh can be
decomposed as:

Lj

Figure 2. Geometrical configuration of the VM link element.

e
p
Fh = F h + F h

(6)

where F he and F hp are the inner hinge's elastic and
plastic tangential flexibility matrixes, respectively.
U h = AT U

(2)

where A is the transformation matrix, which its
components depend only on the lengths of the rigid
parts of the link and are as follows:
0
⎡− 1
⎢0
−1
⎢
⎡ A ⎤ ⎢ 0 − Li
A = ⎢ i⎥ = ⎢
A
1
0
⎣⎢ j ⎦⎥ ⎢
⎢0
1
⎢
⎢ 0 −Lj
⎣

0⎤
0 ⎥⎥
− 1⎥
⎥
0⎥
0⎥
⎥
1⎥
⎦

(3)

(4)

where Kh and Fh are the tangential stiffness and
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classic formulas and F hp is assumed as:
p
p
p
F h = ϕV F hV +ϕM F hM

(7)

p
p
In which F hV
and F hM
are the flexibility
matrixes related to the pure shear and the pure
flexural loadings, respectively. ϕV and ϕ M are

arbitrary functions satisfying the conditions of
ϕ V = 1, ϕ M = 0 for the pure shear loading and

It is assumed that no loads or masses are assigned
to the hinge and to the rigid parts except at the end
nodes. The element's tangential stiffness matrix K
can be related to Kh and Fh as:
K = AK h A T = AFh−1A T

The components of F he may be obtained from the

ϕV = 0 , ϕM = 1 for the pure flexural loading. In
the present study, ϕV and ϕ M are supposed as:

2
ϕ V = m2
V (1 + ( a v − 1) (1 − m V ) )

(8)

ϕ M = m 2M ( 1 + ( a m − 1 ) ( 1 − m 2M ) )

(9)

where mV and mM are the components of m vector,
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Figure 3. (a) The element's end forces and displacements,
(b) The element's internal forces and deformations.

which is the unit location vector of the action point
in VM space (See Figure 4). The aV and aM are
constant parameters which depend on the joint
geometry, size and material. Using them, the
flexibility may be decreased through combining of
shear and flexure. The results of the experimental
studies or the numerical analyses may be used for
p
p
determination of F hV
, F hM
, aV and aM. In the
current paper, they are obtained through using the
finite element analysis.
Equation 7 implies that the flow rule is not
associated. For non-associated plasticity, to
differentiate between plastic flow and elastic
unloading, the loading-unloading criteria need to
be defined more precisely. Suppose the action
point lies on a yield surface and the deformation

rate is U& h . The first step is to take K h = (F he ) − 1 ,
the action rate P& h is then predicted. If the
condition λ1 = n T P& h < 0 was observed, it means
that we have unloading and for the condition
λ1 = 0 , the natural loading is governed.
For the corner points, these conditions for
26 - Vol. 20, No. 1, April 2007

both nB and nC should be satisfied. nB and nC are
the unit normal vectors at points B and C, which
are very close to the corner, but on two different
surfaces (see Figure 4).
If the condition λ1 > 0 was encountered, using
p
K = ( Fhe + F ) − 1 , the new action rate P& h is
h
h
calculated using Equation 5. With the new P& h , if
the condition λ 2 = n T P& h > 0 is reached, the plastic

loading condition will govern. For the corner
point, plastic loading condition needs to be
satisfied only for one of the unit vectors, n B or
n C . If λ 2 ≤ 0 , the stiffness matrix will be

adjusted to:
λ2
e
p
e
K = ( F + F )− 1 −
( F )− 1
h
h
h
h
λ1

(10)

By using the adjusted stiffness and calculating the
new action rate P& h (normality condition) n T P& h = 0
will reach and the natural loading conditions will
govern.
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V
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mC

mB

C
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B

A

o

current behavior. The similarity assumption among
yield surfaces has been used in most works in
regard to having parallel normal directions for the
corresponding points on the yield surfaces. If it is
assumed in the shear-flexural space that the yield
surface i is similar to the yield surface j, then we
will have:

M

Figure 4. The normal and location vectors at a corner point.

Mh

Vsj
Vsi

Myj

M sj
Msi

Myi

O

k

Vyi

l

Vh
Vyj

Figure 5. Polygonal dissimilar yield surfaces.

Vyi M yi
=
Vyj M yj

(11)

where Vyi , Vyj , M yi and M yj are the points on i
and j yield surfaces for the pure shear and flexural
loadings. In general, this may not be a suitable
assumption and the pure flexural yielding is very
different from pure shear yielding. In the present
research, with dissimilar polygonal yield
surfaces shown in Figure 5, the shear-flexural
interaction is considered more realistically. To
prevent intersection of the yield surfaces, the
corresponding sides of all yield surfaces should be
parallel with each other and the length of any side
of any yield surface should be smaller than the
length of the corresponding side of the next outer
yield surface. For the yield surfaces presented in
Figure 5, the conditions of Vsi ≤ Vsj , M si ≤ M sj ,
Vyi − Vsi ≤ Vyj − Vsj , and M yi − M si ≤ M yj − M sj

must be ensured. Also, in order to keep parallel the
corresponding sides of the yield surfaces with each
other, we should have:
5. YIELD SURFACES
For considering interaction between the shear force
and flexure, the multi-surface concept in shearflexural space is used (see Figure 5). This concept,
which was originally defined in stress space
[16,17], was adapted with some modifications for
the resultant forces space for the frame elements
[7-14].
It is assumed that the yield surfaces are convex
and could be translated and changed in size. They
could not be intersected, but could be tangential to
each other. If the action point is in the internal part
of initial yield surface, the behavior will be elastic
and if it is on each of the surfaces, the behavior
will be elastoplastic. In tangency of several yield
surfaces, the outer surface properties define the
IJE Transactions B: Applications

Vsi M si
=
Vsj M sj

(12)

6. HARDENING RULE
All of the yield surfaces may move, except the last
yield surface, which is fixed and presents the
plastic capacity of the hinge. In some recent works
[7-14], the element formulation is based on
combined kinematic and isotopic hardening rules
for shear force and only a kinematic hardening rule
for the flexural moment. In this paper, only
kinematic hardening is used for both the shear and
flexure, although isotropic hardening could be
Vol. 20, No. 1, April 2007 - 27

condition ( φ& i = 0 ) is used, hence:

P h i+ 1

i+ 1

Ph
i

Ph

∂ φi

Phi

μ& =

∂ φi
∂ Ph

Figure 6. Action point and corresponding points on two
adjacent yield surfaces.

P&
∂Ph h
(Phi + 1 − Phi )

By substituting Equation 15 in Equation 11, α& i can
be demonstrated that:
∂ φi

α& i =

∂ φi

∂ Ph

implemented, too.
For managing the yield surfaces, the kinematic
hardening rule, which was recently proposed by
Kazemi and Erfani [2,3] is used. The i-th yield
function is defined as:
φi (Ph − αi ) = 0

(13)

where Ph is the action vector of the inner hinge
and αi is the i-th yield function center. If the
action location is on the i-th yield surface and
plastic loading occurs, the rate of i-th yield surface
translation, α& i , may be defined as:
α& i = (Phi + 1 − Phi ) μ&

(14)

where, Phi + 1 is the intersection point between the
direction of the action rate, P& h , and (i+1)-th yield
surface. The term Phi is the conjugate point of
Phi + 1 on i-th yield surface (see Figure 6).

By this definition, when the action point, Ph ,
approaches closer to (i+1)-th yield surface, i-th
yield surface moves, in a way that the two points
on the i-th yield surface, Phi and Ph , approach
closer to each other and coincide with Phi + 1 ,
asymptotically. Then the inner moving yield
surface may be tangential to the outer yield
surface at the contact point and they never
intersect. To calculate μ& , plastic loading
28 - Vol. 20, No. 1, April 2007

(15)

P&
∂ Ph h
( Phi + 1 − Phi )

( Phi + 1 − Phi )

(16)

α& i is the translation rate for i-th yield surface, due

to loading

7. REDUCED WEB SECTION BEAM
A reduced web section beam as shown in Figure 7
is investigated. The beam consists of W21× 68
section (A = 13131 mm2, I = 625770000 mm4, and
As = 5900 mm2 ) with the span length of 4000 mm
and only one hole at the center, where A, I and As
are the area, the moment of inertia and the shear
area of the beam section. The geometry of the hole
is presented in Figure 7. Multi-linear kinematic
hardening plasticity is assumed for the material of
the beam, with Fy = 360 MPa, Fu = 500 MPa, E =
200 GPa, H = 0.005E and ν = 0.3, where Fy and Fu
are the yield and ultimate stress, E and H are the
initial and the post yield moduli and ν is the
Poisson ratio, respectively.
For the modeling of the central part of the
beam, a VM link element with length of L = 1260
mm is used. Location of the inner hinge is assumed
in the middle of the VM element (Li = Lj = 630
mm), coinciding with the center of the hole, as
shown in Figure 8.
For determination of the VM link element’s
parameters, the beam's middle part with a length of
1260 mm and containing the hole is analyzed for
pure shear and pure flexural, separately. In the pure
shear loading, the flexural moment is zero and for
IJE Transactions B: Applications

536 mm

420 mm

210mm210mm 210mm

4000 mm
Figure 7. Two common types of reduced web section beams.

the pure flexural loading, the shear force is zero at
the hole's center (see Figure 9).
The analyses are performed by the nonlinear
finite element software, ANSYS, using solid
element SOLID45. The Results are presented in
Figure 10, where extracted yield points are shown.

In the figures, the horizontal axes indicate the
displacement and rotation of the right end. Based
on the results, the yield surfaces for the inner hinge
are simplified as shown in Figure 11 and Table 1.
The inner hinge flexibility matrixes in between the
two consecutive yield surfaces may be calculated as:
F* = A T
j FjjA j
h

beam element VM element

beam element

j

M

defined from Equation 3 with

element at node j as follows:

Figure 8. Modeling of the reduced web section beam with
beam and the VM link elements.

h

Aj

assumption of Lj = 630 mm and Fjj is the

inner hinge

i

Where

(17)

i

h

j
V

M=VL/2

⎡1 L
⎢
⎢ r0 EA
⎢
F = ⎢⎢ 0
jj
⎢
⎢
⎢ 0
⎣⎢

0
1 1 L3
1 1 L
+
k1 r1 3EI k 2 r2 GA s
1 1 L2
k 3 r3 2EI

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
2
1 1 L ⎥
k 3 r3 2EI ⎥
⎥
1 1 L ⎥
⎥
k 4 r4 EI ⎥
⎦
0

(18)
(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Boundary conditions and loadings of the VM link
element for (a) pure flexural and (b) pure shear.
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r0, r1, r2, r3, and r4 are the equivalent effective
stiffness factors. From the finite element analysis
the values of 0.862, 0.955, 0.108, 0.955, and
Vol. 20, No. 1, April 2007 - 29

F. E. RESULT

k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = 1, the Fh* will change to Fhe ,
and if the coefficients are selected as appropriate
value for pure loadings, as presented in Table 2,

EXTRACTED

600

p
p
the Fh* will change to FhV
or Fhm
. After the

V (kN)

400

200

0
0

50

100

150

200

Dis. (mm)

F. E. RESULT

EXTRACTED

900

p
p
and Fhm
, using Equations
calculation of Fhe , FhV
17 and 18, the total flexibility matrix, Fh, is
obtained from Equations 6 and 7. For definition of
the aV and aM, used in Equation 7, combined shear
force and flexural moment at the inner hinge
location should be applied. The middle part of the
beam was reanalyzed by the finite element method
for a combined loading and the aV and aM were
resulted, as shown in Table 2.

M (kN.m)

600

8. INELASTIC ANALYSIS USING
VM LINK ELEMENT
300

0
0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Rot. (rad)

Figure 10. Finite element results and extracted yield points in
pure loadings.

M

Vs3

M y3
M y0

0

1

Vy0

Ms3

2

Vy1

3

Vy2

Vy3

V

Figure 11. The inner hinge yield surfaces.

0.955, are obtained, respectively. k1, k2, k3 and k4
are the hardening coefficients. If we assume that
30 - Vol. 20, No. 1, April 2007

The beam shown in Figure 7 is analyzed for three
different boundary conditions and loadings. The
analyses are performed using the finite element
method (ANSYS software), and VM link element
modeling, and their main results are compared.
In the first example, rotational freedoms at the
both ends are prevented and the right end of the
beam is subjected to a cyclic displacement, as
shown in Figure 12. The shear force at the inner
hinge location resulted from the finite element
method and VM link element modeling is
compared in Figure 13. As seen, the results have
excellent agreement with each other. It is noted
that, the flexural moment at the inner hinge
location is zero in this case and the shear yielding
is the governing mode.
In the second example, the rotational freedom at
the right end of the beam is released and the right
end of the beam is subjected to a cyclic
displacement, as shown in Figure 12. The
comparison between the finite element method and
the VM link element modeling are presented in
Figure 14. As seen, the results have a good
agreement with each other.
The translation of yield surfaces for the inner
hinge of the VM link element is shown in Figure
15. As seen, the action point is located at the shearflexural interaction zone.
For the third example, the displacement
IJE Transactions B: Applications

TABLE 1. The Inner Hinge Yield Surfaces Parameters.

YieldSurfaces

Vyi (kN)

Myi (kN. m)

Vsi (kN)

Msi (kN. m)

i=0

230

770

161

375

i=1

350

790

169

394

i=2

460

820

177

413

i=3

540

850

185

431

TABLE 2. The Inner Hinge Flexibility Matrixes Parameters.

Between

K1, K2, K3 and K4

aV and aM

Yield Surfaces:

Pure Shear

Pure Flexural

Pure Shear

Pure Flexural

0 and 1

0.250

0.150

3.0

3.0

1 and 2

0.040

0.024

2.5

2.5

2 and 3

0.020

0.012

2.0

2.0

freedom at the right end of the beam is prevented
and the right end of the beam is subjected to a cyclic
rotation, as shown in Figure 16. The comparison
between the reseults of finite element method
and the VM link element modeling is presented in
Figure 17. As seen, the results have fairly good
agreement with each other. The translation of
yield surfaces for the inner hinge of the VM link
element is shown in Figure 18. As seen, the shear
yielding is governed, at the beginning, but later
the action point moves to the shear-flexural
interaction zone. Comparison of the results in the
three cases yielded that, although the failure
modes are different, the VM link element
modeling has good accuracy.

dissipation in shear-yielding moment-resistant
steel frames. The shear-flexural interaction in the
reduced web zones was modeled by the proposed
VM link element. The elastic and inelastic shear
and flexural deformations and tangential
stiffnesses in this element, are considered by
using the multi-surfaces approach with
dissimilar yield surfaces. The VM link element
was examined for some reduced web section
beams and it was shown that the results of
analysis using VM link element, which requires
less computer time, have good agreement with
the finite element results.
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Figure 15. Translation history of yield surfaces for the inner hinge for the second example.
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